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Offer Corporate follow-up, firm follow-up, follow-up
Training Consulting
In an ever-booming region in the North Sea coast is one invery nice, traditional outdoor
training courses on a 4,000 square meter area,the middle, surrounded by bizarre
pines,several, or looking for a suitable / s successor.

There are 12 fixed Low Ropes and 12 High Ropes stations- Available in a unique
environment - with expansion possibilities. 
The sheltered area is leasehold and is located in close proximity to the beach is about 10
minuteslic parking is also plentiful in about 5 minutes to walk there.
Seminar, conference and tourist hotels through the dunes off in about 10 minutes walking.
Div. Camping in about 3 - 7 kmIn the immediate vicinity, the whole place is very nice
apartments, hotels and guesthouses in all categoriesS currently only team trainings are
held in groups of 12 or more. No "daily business". The exclusive and high-level customer
base comes mainly from Hamburg, Berlin and Frankfurt area and uses most of the
surrounding hotels as a conference hotel.
For sale are all fixed stations, safety equipment for 20 adults and 5 children (helmets,
harnesses, safety ropes), complete rescue kit, a rustic, open-under refuge (catering),
equipment (carabiners, ropes, belts, pulleys, etc.)For mobile stations is a lot of information
available. (Spears, magic stick, various tree grates, blindfolds, 3 sports including bows
arrows, fixed targets and bags, rubber parts for various options)Numerous worked-out
concepts and designs for the entire area and the surrounding area including sections of
the beach are available and can be 1: 1 are accepted.
If you buy the plant and the manufacture and design concepts can be a one-year-contact
training, implementation, and consulting services are available in all prominent areas.

For the operators are all very unique and interesting aquatic activities, in a pleasant
cooperation, expand the training offerings and complement: beach sailing, Buggykiten,-
hour "Bespaßung" for example, by "Gumboot-throwing wide" and "Olympics" will be is a well-
trained pool of trainers on an hourly basis.
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